
 

Spanish 4 and Spanish AP At Home Learning Plan 
 
PLEASE NOTE: You need to join a NEW Seesaw class in order to view discussion questions 
and complete the assignments for At Home Learning: 

● Log into seesaw  
● Click on your name in the upper left hand corner, and choose ADD CLASS 
● Code: OIKQ WQPF (That code will expire at the end of March, 2020) 

 

Short Stories to read and discuss on-line: 

Una carta a Dios (Album p.2-4) or linked here 
 
Log into Seesaw to view and respond to each of these activities: 

● Una carta a Dios--Pregunta 1: PERSONAJES 
● Una carta a Dios--Pregunta 2: ESCENARIO 
● Una carta a Dios--Pregunta 3: TONO 

Apocalipsis (Album, p. 70) or linked here 
 
Log into Seesaw to view and respond to each of these activities: 

● Apocalipsis--Pregunta 1 
● Apocalipsis--Pregunta 2 
● Apocalipsis--Pregunta 3 

 

Optional at this time: 

Ensayo sobre turismo (Students who complete can use to replace and zero or low score from 
earlier in semester) 

AP practice on VHL learning (If you want specific recommendations of what to practice, let me 
know.) 

 
 
General tips and instructions: 

● Communication: Please reach out if there is any reason that you are having trouble 
completing this work, whether that’s because of life circumstances, questions about the 
Spanish, or technology problems/questions.  I want you to be in touch. (Email is most 
reliable) 

● Reading: The stories are very short (Especially Apocalipsis which is a one-paragraph 
story).  Album defines lots of vocabulary words in the margin and also uses footnotes at 
the bottom of the page to explain cultural references or longer expressions.  Look in both 
places for help.  Album also provides a “resumen” for each story.  This is set up as a 

https://www.eslconnect.com/apspanish/cartaadios.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NIH_yPoas-74OQErmWGVadwZRtNUxJKy3kzsBGH8zgE/edit?usp=sharing


grammar activity that we are not doing, but it is also written in simpler Spanish and you 
can look at it if you are confused. 

● Using Seesaw for conversations: The At home learning Seesaw classroom has 
different settings than the Seesaw classroom you’ve been using to record video.  You 
will be able to see and comment on what other students post. I am using Seesaw in this 
way so that we have the opportunity to communicate with each other. You are required 
to submit at least one answer (3-5 sentences minimum, with or without visuals) and reply 
thoughtfully to at least 2 different posts from classmates with follow up questions and/or 
comments for each question.  As with all on-line communication, be especially thoughtful 
about keeping a respectful tone, as body language and tone of voice are absent, so your 
audience may not know when you are joking or serious.  All posts will need to be 
approved by me before they go public (This makes sure that I notice all new posts and 
students get credit).  


